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1. Using Televisions for Knowledge Acquisition
"What is mad cow disease?" This disease is called "BSE" in

Japanese television news. If you look up BSE in a dictionary,
you might not find an entry if your dictionary was published
more than ten years ago. This is because the disease was
first reported in 1987. (a web dictionary gives its full name
as "Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy" and its nickname as
"mad cow disease.") 

Even today with all the publicity about the disease, if you
watch a news program about BSE, it's likely that it won't
mention what BSE stands for. A question arises about
whether the producers of the program can  provide a basic
definition on BSE when their viewers want to know what it
means. Assuming that the answer is yes, it still might be
impossible for a short news story to fill the viewer in on all
the relevant details. Thus it would be useful if you could find
out such information by simply clicking on your remote
controller or keyboard linked to the television set. Your
query about BSE could then be transferred to a television
server. Another question is: how would the television server
work for the customer in this instance? It could return a
typical definition of BSE based on a previously made media
archive. In this case, the television company would have
various news clips on BSE archived, from which it could
send several choices to be selected by the viewer. The
usefulness of such a query response method is limited,
because it takes a long time to respond to the viewer,
especially if the archive search is extensive. Thus by the time
the viewer receives the response, the news program has
already moved on to another topic for which the viewer
might want to know other details. 

Another problem is that even if the television server can
answer the viewer's question, it is uncertain whether the
answer will be satisfactory or not. For example, if you were
asked by a child what BSE is, how could you explain it in
simple-enough terms? On the other hand, if a semi-expert3

asks you what BSE means, could you provide him or her
with a satisfactory answer? For instance, you might tell a

child that BSE is "a brain disease of cows, and that people
who eat the infected meat might get sick and die."
However, you'd likely respond to the semi-expert by using
more professional terminology: "It's a fatal disease of cattle
affecting the nervous system, resembling or identical to
scrapie of sheep and goats, and probably caused by a prion
transmitted by infected tissue ...."4 Then, what do scrapie
and prion stand for? - the semi-expert asks. 

Can we transfer only as much knowledge to the TV
viewer as he or she needs? If a computer user wants to
know about BSE, he or she can search for BSE by typing
"BSE" into a web browser window. The many pages that
will emerge on the screen could contain homonyms or
irrelevant results. For instance, BSE also stands for Bombay
Stock Exchange. Typing "BSE disease" would quickly refer
the user to a mad cow disease article, but in this case,
"disease" clarified what the user intended for BSE. In fact,
the clue "disease" makes the server pick up the proper
information. The contexts of BSE are the program contents
containing BSE. For example, consider the following
excerpt from a news article. "Japan's agriculture ministry
said they have found a cow with bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE) in Chiba prefecture. BSE is otherwise
known as mad cow disease, a brain-wasting illness that has
been linked to the fatal variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob (CJD)
disease in humans."5 In this article, BSE is not Bombay
Stock Exchange but a disease. In contrast, we cannot link
BSE to disease in the following context. "Stocks surged just
over two percent, posting the region's strongest gains.
India's BSE is up about half a percent in mid-afternoon
trading."6 Now we can ask: "Why do the TV viewers want
to know more about what the TV program has begun to
explain?" The answer is that the broadcast's explanation is
either too difficult or incomplete. Thus, the information
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that the TV server should give to the viewer should be
either a more comprehensive explanation (including BSE's
full name and nickname) or one with information
depending on the user's knowledge level. 

2. Standards of Knowledge and Contents
What is the basic unit of knowledge? According to ISO7

(International Organization of Standardization), concept is
defined (in ISO 1087-1) as "a unit of knowledge created by
a unique combination of characteristics". An individual
concept corresponds to only one object, and general
concept8 to two or more objects which form a group with
common properties. Characteristic is defined as an
"abstraction of a property of an object9 or of a set of
objects". In Figure 1, the problem is how to acquire (4)
these characteristics of template (5) from the relevant subset
of databases (2) related to BSE (Figure 1). If each database
unit (2) has a different format, they must be converted into
a consistent representation that has been standardized
through MPEG10 (Moving Picture Experts Group), ISO/TC37
(Terminology and Other Language Resource Management),
W3C11 (World Wide Web Consortium), etc. We call such a
conversion "wrapping" (3). The subsequent acquisition
process fills in templates of characteristics. Note that there
would be many database units (2) related to BSE, and each
unit would have to be converted into different templates
(5). All templates would have to be "integrated" (6) into a
computational representation (7) by one unique
combination of characteristics. The "presentation" (8)
module would give a suitable explanation (9 and 9')
depending on the viewer's knowledge level. 

3. How a Knowledge Search Works
What is the difference between a "knowledge search" and

an "information search"? A typical information search starts
from a query like "Look for an article written by Key-Sun
Choi in the proceedings of the TKE 200212 conference."
Now let's consider the question: "Tell me whether mad cow
disease causes human brain disease." In Figure 2, how can
you justify (or refute) its corresponding hypothesis (b4)
about the "causal" relation between mad cow disease and
human brain disease? The hypotheses (b) resides in
knowledge space (a2), but the justifying (a3) facts are
located in databases (a1) of contents such as TV programs,
books or other digital media. The hypotheses (b) could be
proved or disproved based on facts acquired from databases
(e.g, D1, D2 in a1). The question is how to link the
components (e.g., "cow disease", "human disease" in b1) of
the hypothesis to their appropriate database units. In the
computer representation (7) of Figure 1, BSE is a disease. It
is found from a conceptual hierarchy of nouns (c1).
Consider the hypothesis (b4) of "causal link between BSE
and human brain disease." The justifying facts are acquired
from two different supporting databases relevant to BSE and
human brain disease (in a1). If a TV program in the database
justifies the hypothesis that mad cow disease causes a
human brain disease, the program is one "referent" (a4) of
the fact. This hypothesis is an instance (d1) of a "causal"
relation (d2) between disease (under c1) and food (under
c2). Human brain disease can be caused by eating beef, a
food (under c2), that is made edible (d4) from a cow
infected (d3) by the disease, BSE (under c1), according to
the ontologies. Ontology means all the relations linking
concepts in the knowledge space. If there is no database
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Figure 1: Steps to give appropriate answers to customers who ask about BSE
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unit to justify the hypothesis, another referent might be
given by the ontology. 

In Figure 2, for example, two different ontologies of living
things (c3) and food (c2) are connected by the "edible" link
(d4) between cow and beef. The "causal" link (d2) between
food (c2) and disease (c1) represents the possible causality
between the two ontologies. Because these links (e.g., d2,
d3, d4) help connect differently classified databases, they
are called "contextual ontologies". Different databases (in
a1) for human disease (D3, D4) and cow disease (D1, D2)
are connected to different concepts, but a contextual
ontology (e.g., "causal", "infected") links them. Another
contextual factor is the consistency of temporal periods.
That is, mad cow disease and human brain disease should
occur during a similar period in order to justify the causality
linking them. 

4. Interactive and Personalized TV Services
Why should we prefer a television-based knowledge

search over other types of searches? The answer is that the
television database consists of reliable contents and their
handling methods. A typical handling method is sending
programs through networks. In the past, this has been an
"almost" one-way distribution, with the interactivity
between television and the viewer limited to postcard,
telephone or fax. Now we have an internet-based
interactivity. Interactivity is one of the premises of
knowledge searching through television. Whenever a viewer
wants to know about something, the query must be quickly
resolved with the help of well-organized knowledge
resources; otherwise, it will interrupt the viewer's
apprehension of the next program being broadcast. 

Our goal is not only that the television viewer can get an

electronic program guide
(EPG) depending on his or
her preferences, but also that
the viewer becomes a
"knowledge searcher". It is
obvious that the viewer will
have a host of roles in the TV
broadcasting of the future. 

5. Conclusion
Cyberspace has lots of

information but also lots of
garbage. The most critical
problem in using the Internet
for knowledge searches is the
filtering out of garbage and
the extraction of the relevant
information. NHK has a well-
organized database of well-

developed contents for a variety of media. It also has
actively participated in related standardization activities like
FIPA13 and MPEG. NHK's viewers expect to receive more
accurate information and reliable knowledge through
interactive and personalized TV services than would be
possible through Internet services. I believe that it is the
right time for NHK to develop personalized interactive
television services.

1 http://korterm.org/
2 http://www.kaist.ac.kr/
3 by "semi-expert", I mean someone with a broad range of

knowledge, but not a professional working in a field related to
BSE.

4 quoted from a web dictionary, http://www.m-w.com/
5 extracted from http://cnn.com/
6 extracted from http://cnn.com/
7 http://www.iso.org/
8 BSE is an individual concept, and disease is a general concept. 
9 According to ISO 1087-1, an "object" is anything perceivable or

conceivable. Objects may be material (e.g., an engine, a sheet of
paper, a diamond), immaterial (e.g., conversion ratio, a project
plan) or imagined (e.g., a unicorn). If a chemical property of
"diamond" is crystallization, the crystallization of diamond has
special characteristics that differentiate the diamond from other
crystallizations. For example, the type of characteristics,
"material", embraces characteristics such as "made of wood" or
"made of metal".

10 http://www.mpeg.org.
11 http://www.w3c.org/
12 Terminology and Knowledge Engineering Conference in 2002.

Refer to http://www.loria.fr/projets/TKE/.
13 The Foundation for Intell igent Physical Agents

(http://www.fipa.org).
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Figure 2: Justification process goes from the world space to knowledge the space


